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Aerospike nozzle contour design and its performance validation
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A simplified design and optimization method of aerospike nozzle contour and the results of tests and numerical simulation
of aerospike nozzles are presented. The primary nozzle contour is approximated by two circular arcs and a parabola; the plug
contour is approximated by a parabola and a third-order polynomial. The maximum total impulse from sea level to design altitude
is adopted as objective to optimize the aerospike nozzle contour. Experimental studies were performed on a 6-cell tile-shaped
aerospike nozzle, a 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle and a 3-cell aerospike nozzle with round-to-rectangle (RTR) primary nozzles
designed by method proposed in present paper. Three aerospike nozzles achieved good altitude compensation capacities in the
tests and still had better performance at off-design altitudes compared with that of the bell-shaped nozzle. In cold-flow tests, 6-
cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle and 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle obtained high thrust efficiency at design altitude. Employing
gas H2/gas O2 (GH2/GO2) as propellants, hot-firing tests were carried out on a 3-cell aerospike nozzle engine with RTR primary
nozzles. The performance was obtained under two nozzle pressure ratios (NPR) lower than design altitude. Efficiency reached
92.0–93.5% and 95.0–96.0%, respectively. Pressure distribution along plug ramp was measured and the effects of variation in
the amount of base bleed on performance were also examined in the tests.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A high efficient propulsion system is one of the key
factors to realize an advanced launching vehicle. Re-
search and development of reusable propulsion system
characterized by lightweight, low cost and high perfor-
mance is the inevitable trend of future aerospace propul-
sion technology. The rocket engine with bell-shaped
nozzle has been brought to its full development up to
now and it is difficult to essentially improve its perfor-
mance to a great extent. Compared with conventional
rocket engine, aerospike nozzle engine characterized by
small scale, lightweight, high performance during all
altitudes and better utilization of the vehicle base is the
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promising candidate for the propulsion device of future
advanced launching vehicle. Aerospike nozzle technol-
ogy is the key technology of aerospike nozzle rocket
engine. Aerospike nozzle is a type of nozzle with ca-
pacity of continuous altitude compensation. Aerospike
nozzle is considered to have better performance at off-
design altitudes compared with that of the conventional
bell-shaped nozzle since its plume is open to the atmo-
sphere outside and free to adjust, allowing the engine
to operate at its optimum expansion at all altitudes.

The aerospike nozzle engine was once a candidate
for the space shuttle propulsion and had been studied
from the early 1960s until the end of the 1970s. How-
ever, technological difficulties in the development of the
aerospike nozzle made it fall behind the development
of conventional nozzle and research on the aerospike
nozzle stagnated. In the 1990s, much attention was
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Nomenclature

a, b, c, d coefficients of geometric curves
A area
CF thrust coefficient
D height or diameter
F thrust
L length
M Mach number
NPR Pc/Pa, nozzle pressure ratio
P pressure
R radius
Rg gas constant
T temperature
V velocity
W width of the plug
x, y Cartesian coordinates
� primary nozzle inclination
� mixing ratio
� angle

� area ratio
� thrust efficiency
ṁ mass flow rate
� density
� specific heat ratio

Subscripts

a ambient
all total
c combustion chamber
e primary nozzle exit
ep plug exit
p plug
t throat
td throat downstream
tu throat upstream
H hydrogen
O oxygen

devoted to this nozzle concept and intensive studies on
the aerospike nozzle were carried out again in the United
States [1,2], Europe [3], Japan [4,5], Russia [6,7] and
China [8]. Because of overweight composite cryogenic
fuel tank and high cost, X-33 vehicle plan was called
off eventually, however, full-size linear aerospike en-
gine was produced and hot-firing tested at sea level suc-
cessfully. Up to now, investigation and applications on
aerospike nozzle in small scale are still in progress [9].

The investigation on aerospike nozzle has been car-
ried out in China since 1997. The activities concerned
include contour design and its optimization [10], both
hot-firing and cold-flow tests and numerical simulations
[11,12]. Tile-shaped aerospike nozzle was proposed
and its primary performance validation was done by
hot-firing test [13]. Flowfield [14], base behavior [15]
as well as effects of free stream on flowfield and perfor-
mance of aerospike nozzle [16] were also studied by ei-
ther experiments or numerical simulations in China. In
present paper, design and optimization of the aerospike
nozzle contour was discussed and performance val-
idation was carried out by cold-flow and hot-firing
tests.

2. Contour design and optimization

In 1964, an approximate design method of the
aerospike nozzle was proposed by Angelino [17]. This
method is based on the assumptions that the exhaust

properties at the plug inlet are uniform and one-
dimensional, so that the expansion fan emanating from
the external lip of the primary nozzle are straight lines
and properties along each expansion wave are uniform.
On these assumptions, the aerospike nozzle (with pri-
mary nozzle area ratio �c = 1) contour depends only
on specific heat ratio � and total area ratio �all. An
aerospike nozzle contour designed by Angelino method
is called an ideal one, having perfect performance
in uniform flowing condition, and has already been
widely adopted [4,18,19]. However, a contour designed
by Angelino method is a series of discrete points, so
it is difficult to keep the profile drawn by these points
continuous and smooth rigorously or optimize contour
configuration for maximum overall performance. In
order to design an aerospike nozzle contour quickly,
correctly and efficiently, especially for the contour
optimization, both primary nozzle and plug contours
are approximated by simple geometric curves in this
section. Describing these geometric curves by sim-
ple mathematical functions and finally obtaining the
contour from geometric and aerodynamic restrictions
seems to be a promising solution either for contour
design or contour optimization.

2.1. Description of the primary nozzle contour

Contour design method developed for conventional
bell-shaped nozzle also well adapts to the primary
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the full-length aerospike nozzle contour.

Fig. 2. Sketch of round-to-rectangle nozzle with transition from
throat.

nozzle contour. For the axisymmetric or two-dimensional
primary nozzle, two tangent circular arcs are assumed
at throat region called upstream arc with radius Rtu
and downstream arc with radius Rtd (in Fig. 1). The
divergent part of the primary nozzle contour BC is
simply approximated by a parabola [20]; other contour
parameters are central angle of the downstream arc �td
and contour divergence angle �e at the primary nozzle
exit. Generally, a primary nozzle contour can be deter-
mined by following three geometric restrictions. First
at all, the starting point of parabola is fixed by Rtd and
�td. Secondly, the parabola slope at the starting point is
fixed by �td. Finally, the parabola slope and radius (or
height) at the primary nozzle exit are fixed by �e and
�c, respectively.

For a round-to-rectangle (RTR) primary nozzle as
shown in Fig. 2, the contour is converted from the bell-
shaped nozzle. A conventional bell-shaped nozzle with
the same throat radius and area ratio with RTR primary
nozzle is designed first as a reference contour. The RTR
contour cross section with the transition from RTR area
is equal to the one of reference contour at the same
axial distance from the throat. In transversal direction,
the contour between the neighboring ribs is a circular
arc. At the axial length where the contour starts to de-
viate from the round form, the radius R1 is equal to the

reference contour radius. At the exit, the circular arc ra-
dius is R2. The arc radius is linear with distance from the
place of initial deviation. Of course, other RTR methods
can be developed including converting reference con-
tour by other means. A RTR nozzle contour transiting
from the round cross section at the throat to the square
cross sections at the exit is shown in Fig. 2. Now, de-
sign and optimization of RTR primary nozzle contour is
still under investigation and this must be done in com-
bination of plug contour consideration.

2.2. Description of plug contour

Based on the curvefitting analysis, full plug contours
designed by the method proposed by Angelino, can be
described approximately by two mathematical curves
like parabolic approximation for the bell-shaped nozzle
contour and this contour modeling is necessary for the
following contour optimization. The upstream contour
CD is approximated by a parabola y = a1 + b1x + c1x2

and the downstream one DF is approximated by a third-
order polynomial y = a2 + b2x + c2x2 + d2x3, two
curves connect with each other at point D smoothly
(Fig. 1). The position of connective point D is depen-
dent of exhaust expansion. After some analysis of plug
contours designed by Angelino method for different
purposes, it is assumed in this paper that the exhaust
deviation angle from primary nozzle axis after expan-
sion wave ED is half of that after expansion wave EF
under design condition.

Under design condition, expansion wave EF is the last
one emanating from primary nozzle upper lip E. Passing
EF, the exhaust pressure becomes equal to the ambient
pressure at design altitude and the exhaust flows in the
direction of aerospike nozzle axis (horizontal direction)
with a total turning angle �. Thus, for mass conservation,
the length L of EF can be determined by the density �,
velocity V and Mach number M of exhaust behind the
expansion wave EF with L= ṁM/�VW , here, ṁ is the
mass flow rate and W is the width of the plug. Then,
combined with the inclination of EF, coordinates of F
can be obtained.

The turning angle of exhaust passing expansion wave
ED is �/2 and flow parameters along ED are achieved
by Prandtl–Meyer function with the same way applied
to EF, thus, the position of point D is also determined.
Not only three critical points C, D and F are fixed
but also tangent angles at points C and F are known,
combined with connecting condition at point D, coeffi-
cients in parabola CD and the third-order curve DF are
solved.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of plug contours designed by two methods.

Fig. 4. Circular exit to 2-dimensional plug ramp inlet.

The plug contour description method discussed here
is also developed from uniform one-dimensional as-
sumptions. For an extension, if �e at the primary nozzle
exit is considered, the primary nozzle declination � is
described by � = 	(Mep) − 	(Me) − �e. Where, v(M)
is Prandtl–Meyer function; Mep and Me denote Mach
numbers under design condition at full plug tip outlet
and the primary nozzle lip E, respectively.

An aerospike nozzle contour is designed by the
method stated above, with throat height Dt = 4mm,
�c = 4.0 and �all = 42.0. Fig. 3 compares the plug
contours designed by both Angelino method and the
method presented in this paper. Two profiles almost
coincide with each other and it is found that a plug
contour modeled by two curves is reasonable and
feasible.

A simple description of a two-dimensional plug con-
tour is proposed above, for a tile-shaped plug contour,
some additional disposals should be done first so as to
use this design method. The axisymmetric distribution
of exhaust properties at primary nozzle exit must be
converted to two-dimensional distribution in the condi-
tions that the plug inlet area and height are the same
with the primary nozzle exit area and diameter, respec-
tively, and the distribution of exhaust properties at plug
inlet are the same with that at primary nozzle exit di-
ameter (in Fig. 4) and then the width of the plug W is
obtained.

2.3. Optimization of the full aerospike nozzle contour

An aerospike nozzle contour can be determined by
Dt, Rtu, Rtd, �td, �e, �c and �all. � is dependent on �all and

�c and can be calculated from Prandtl–Meyer function.
An optimized aerospike nozzle contour having maxi-
mum overall performance during flight can be achieved
by proper selection of these geometric parameters. It
was found that varied within a certain range, Rtu and
Rtd have slight influence on performance, so they were
not adopted as design variables and Rtu = 3Rt, Rtd = Rt
are always designated. �all and Dt are determined be-
fore contour design, so �all and Dt were not adopted as
design variables also. � and gas temperature in primary
nozzle combustion chamber Tc is determined by ther-
mochemical calculation. That is to say, only �td, �e and
�c were adopted as optimization variables here.

Considering optimum overall performance of an
aerospike nozzle during the whole flying trajectory,
the maximum total impulse from sea level to design
altitude is selected as an objective. For simplicity, to-
tal impulse is computed under following assumption
that

(1) Flying trajectory is vertical.
(2) External flow effects are neglected during flight.
(3) Gas pressure and temperature in the primary noz-

zle combustion chamber keep constant during op-
eration at all altitudes.

(4) Aerodynamic drag is only the function of flying
velocity and aerospike nozzle effective sectional
area.

For its advantage of fast operating speed, the method
of characteristic was utilized to compute the perfor-
mance of the aerospike nozzle. But, it is difficult to
obtain the objective as a function of design variables
directly in a certain form of formula. So the contour op-
timization was achieved by enumeration of design vari-
ables, namely design variables were given in discrete
value within reasonable ranges and performances of the
aerospike nozzle designed by different combinations of
these discrete values were computed and compared. Af-
ter all the combinations were computed and compared,
the optimum values for design variables were obtained.
Theoretically speaking, the best aerospike nozzle con-
tour can be concluded by this enumeration method, pro-
vided that the discrete nodes of variables are fine enough
and the value ranges are wide enough. The disadvan-
tage of enumeration is that more computing time has to
be spent with the number of design variables and dis-
crete nodes of each variable increasing. Finally, the op-
timized full aerospike contour is truncated according to
pressure distribution along full plug surface at design
altitude and plug length restrictions.
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3. Experimental apparatus

To validate the proposed aerospike nozzle contour de-
sign method, three different types of aerospike nozzles
were design and manufactured. They were experimen-
tally studied by either cold-flow tests or hot-firing tests.
Propellants were supplied under pressure by a pressure-
fed system. Highly pressurized air was employed as the
propellant in cold-flow tests. The high pressure air sup-
plying tanks can be pumped to 13MPa, its maximum
operational working mass flow rate is about 16kg/s. In
hot-firing tests, propellant feed system consists of gas
oxygen and gas hydrogen in normal temperature. Pro-
pellants mass flow rate and mixing ratio are controlled
by sonic nozzle after the propellants flowing from
pressure regulators. Highly pressurized cold-flow gas
nitrogen was employed as the puffing gas. The altitude
simulation test system, with a total vacuum volume of
more than 150m3, includes a testing vacuum vessel
with diameter of � 3.5m, four large cylindrical vac-
uum exhaust tanks and vacuum pumps. The detonation
wave igniter was adopted in hot-firing tests and three
chambers were ignited by one igniter.

To obtain the performance of tested aerospike noz-
zles, thrust F, combustion chamber pressure Pc and am-
bient pressure in vacuum vessel Pa were measured. In
addition, the measured parameters include several wall
pressure data along plug ramp Pp, propellant pressure
at engine head and pressure and temperature at differ-
ent positions along propellant feed lines. The aerospike
nozzle engines were fixed on test stand mounting hori-
zontally in the test vessel. The test stand possesses au-
tomatic thrust force local calibrating system improving
its precision and reliability. The error analysis reveals
that the uncertainty of the entire thrust acquisition is less
than 1.0% and the acquisition of pressure is more accu-
rate than that of thrust. Thrust efficiency � was adopted
to evaluate the performance of aerospike nozzles which
is the ratio of experimental thrust coefficient CF to the
ideal one CF0 at a certain altitude [9]. � =CF/CF0, here
CF = F/(PcAt), where At denote primary nozzle throat
area. CF0 is computed as following

CF0 = √
�

(
2

� + 1

)�+1/2(�−1)

×
√√√√ 2�

� − 1

[
1 −

(
1

N PR

)�−1/�
]

where nozzle pressure ratio NPR= Pc/Pa is the indica-
tor of altitude.

4. Numerical method

Because of the primary nozzle area ratio is small,
the effects of ambient pressure on the flow in the
primary nozzle can be neglected; therefore, the calcu-
lations of the internal flow for the primary nozzle and
the external flow for the plug were done separately.
The flow parameters at the primary nozzle exit were
used as an inflow boundary condition for the plug
flow. The governing equations are compressible three-
dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (N–S)
equations. The values of the Reynold stresses and tur-
bulent heat fluxes for N–S equations were obtained
by the Lam–Bremhorst k–� turbulence model [21].
Monotone upstream-centered scheme for conservation
laws (MUSCL)-type approach [22] was employed for
the discrete convective terms and second-order central
differencing scheme was used for the viscous terms.
Only the steady-state solutions were considered and
an implicit lower–upper (LU) diagonal decomposition
algorithm [23] was employed. The effects of the exter-
nal flow were not considered and details dealing with
boundary conditions and the turbulence model can be
found in Ref. [24].

5. Tile-shaped aerospike nozzle test

5.1. 6-Cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle

As shown in Fig. 5, each primary nozzle of the 6-cell
tile-shaped aerospike nozzle is a bell-shaped nozzle with
small area ratio. The primary nozzle throat diameter is
Dt = � 14mm and its inclination is � = 30◦. The width
of the aerospike nozzle is W= 114mm. The area ratios
of the primary nozzle and overall aerospike nozzle are
�c = 4 and �all = 40, respectively. Complete expansion
is achieved at NPR= 1046.

In order to compare the performance of aerospike
nozzle with bell-shaped nozzle, a bell-shaped nozzle
was fabricated and tested (see Fig. 6). The contour
of bell-shaped nozzle for comparing was designed by
characteristic method and inner wall of the nozzle was
manufactured smoothly enough. Its throat diameter
is Dt = � 26mm and its area ratios is �all = 40. For
this area ratio, optimum expansion is also achieved at
NPR= 1046. Its design point is the same with that of
the 6-cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle.

5.2. Results and discussion

Fig. 7 shows the measured thrust efficiencies of 6-cell
tile-shaped aerospike nozzle and bell-shaped nozzle as
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Fig. 5. Sketch and photograph of 6-cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle.

Fig. 6. Sketch and photograph of bell-shaped nozzle for comparison.
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Fig. 7. Efficiencies of aerospike nozzle and bell-shaped nozzle as a
function of NPR.

a function of NPR. When NPRs are more than 400, the
altitude characteristics of the aerospike nozzle coincide

with that of bell-shaped nozzle and 400 is also the min-
imum NPR, from which the pressure distribution along
the plug is not changed any more. It is shown that the
expansion characteristics of the aerospike nozzle ap-
pear analogous to that of the bell-shaped nozzle after
NPR= 400 and from NPR= 400 on, the pressure dis-
tribution along the plug is similar to that along the inner
wall of the bell-shaped nozzle. At the design NPR, both
the aerospike nozzle and bell-shaped nozzle obtained
high thrust efficiency. However, at NPRs lower than the
design value, the aerospike nozzle has good capacity of
altitude compensation compared with the bell-shaped
nozzle and still shows higher performance at off-design
altitudes. From sea level to design altitude, efficien-
cies of the aerospike nozzle and bell-shaped nozzle var-
ied within the range of 93.0–100.0% and 66.0–100.0%,
respectively. The remarkable performance gain of the
aerospike nozzle was 27.0% compared with the con-
ventional nozzle at sea level. By comparison of present
experimental results and that obtained with cylindri-
cal tile-shaped aerospike nozzle in Ref. [13], it is con-
cluded that simplified plug contour (cylindrical plug)
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Fig. 8. Sketch and photograph of 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle.

may cause several percent of performance losses. It was
shown by measured data comparison that tile-shaped
aerospike nozzle has inherent thrust compensability and
better aerodynamic performance than bell-shaped noz-
zle.

6. Linear aerospike nozzle test

6.1. 1-Cell linear aerospike nozzle

The 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle is shown in
Fig. 8. The width of the aerospike nozzle isW= 60mm,
the height of the throat is Dt = 4.09mm and the pri-
mary nozzle inclination is � = 35.9◦. The area ratios
of the primary nozzle and overall aerospike nozzle are
�c = 4 and �all = 80, respectively. Complete expansion
is achieved at NPR= 2840. Six pressure transducer
ports were placed along plug surface. Derived from
the primary nozzle gas chamber, some amount of the
total mass flow rate is injected into the base region
through uniformly distributed 366 holes with diameter
of � 1mm. Tests were conducted under the six con-
ditions of 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0% base bleed
ratios, which is the ratio of mass flow rate injected
into the base region to the total mass flow rate in gas
chamber.

6.2. Results and discussion

Figs. 9a and b show the measured thrust efficien-
cies of the 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle with the base
bleed ratios varying from 0.0% to 4.0% as a function of
NPR. The performances with different base bleed ratios
are almost the same when the base wake is open. It is

shown that under open wake condition, the base bleed
injection does not exert an obvious influence on the
aerospike nozzle efficiency. With the base bleed ra-
tio increasing, three differences in altitude character-
istics were observed. The first one is the extents to
which the efficiencies were degraded are different at
the base transitions from open to close. The second one
is the NPRs at which the base transitions take place
are different. The third one is performances are dif-
ferent under close wake condition and at design NPR.
In the case of without base bleed (0.0%), notable ef-
ficiency degradation was observed at the base transi-
tion (near NPR= 140) and the efficiency reduced from
89.0% (in open wake condition) to 82.3% (in close wake
condition). The aerodynamic transition of the base be-
havior contributes to the performance degradation and
results in remarkable change of the thrust. When some
base bleed was injected, sharp decrease of performance
reduction at base transition was observed. The efficiency
reduction at base transition decreased from 3.2% to
0.12% with the base bleed ratios from 1.0% to 4.0%.
When more than 2.0% the base bleed ratio was injected,
no remarkable performance reduction occurred at base
transition.

The tested aerospike nozzle had the highest efficiency
at design NPR in case of 1.0% and 1.5% base bleed
ratios. Performances in case of 0.0% and 2.0% base
bleed ratios were similar, but a little lower than that in
1.0% and 1.5% base bleed ratios cases. Performances
with 3.0% and 4.0% base bleed ratios were further low-
ered compared with former cases, especially in case of
4.0% base bleed ratio. The base pressure is increased
and the performance degradation at base transition is
avoided due to some base bleed injection. However,
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Fig. 9. Test aerospike nozzle efficiency as a function of NPR: (a) 0.0–2.0% base bleed ratios and (b) 2.0–4.0% base bleed ratios.

too much bleed injection results in overall performance
degradation, especially at design NPR. 1.5–2.0% base
bleed injection seems to be the best in the test.

Fig. 10 shows measured pressure profiles along 1-cell
linear aerospike nozzle plug ramp in length x direction.
The influence of the ambient pressure on aerospike
nozzle flowfield can be seen obviously from pressure
distribution under different NPRs. At low altitudes, flow
follows the course of expansion–compression–expansion
and fluctuated pressure was obtained along plug ramp
surface. As the ambient pressure decreasing, the in-
fluence of the ambient pressure on aerospike nozzle
flowfield becomes weaker that is the pressure ampli-
tudes become smaller and the pressure rising positions
move rearward. It is shown that the influence of the
back pressure moved out of the plug ramp surface
eventually and the pressure distribution along the plug
surface was no longer changed at NPRs more than 300.

7. Aerospike nozzle with RTR primary nozzles test

7.1. 3-Cell aerospike nozzle with RTR primary nozzles

As shown in Fig. 11, the hot-firing tested engine is
a 3-cell aerospike nozzle engine. The engine mainly
comprises three primary nozzle thrust chambers and
a plug ramp. The distance between two adjacent pri-
mary nozzles is 66mm. The primary nozzle inclina-
tion is � = 37.5◦ and the width of the plug ramp is
W= 200mm. The overall aerospike nozzle are �all = 80,
achieving complete expansion at NPR= 1139.
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Fig. 10. Experimental pressure distribution along a plug ramp.

As shown in Fig. 12, the primary nozzle is a RTR
nozzle whose throat diameter isDt = � 16mm and area
ratio is �c = 5.77. The transition from the round cross
section to the rectangle with round corners exit cross
section starts at the area ratio of � = 1.38. The radii of
the round corners change smoothly from R1 = 9.4mm
at starting section to R2 = 10.0mm at exit section.

As is shown in Fig. 13, three coaxial gas H2/gas
O2 (GH2/GO2) injector elements in the injector are
distributed along a circle with diameter of � 24mm.
Four gas hydrogen inlets with diameter of � 20mm
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Fig. 11. Sketch and photograph of 3-cell aerospike nozzle with round-to-rectangle primary nozzles.

Fig. 12. Sketch of RTR primary nozzle.

distribute along tangential direction of the injector cylin-
der. Sketch of GH2/GO2 injector element is shown in
Fig. 14. The outer diameter of gas oxygen injector ele-
ment is � 6mm and its internal diameter is � 3.6mm.
The outer diameter of gas hydrogen injector element
is � 8mm and its internal diameter is � 6.8mm. Six
gas hydrogen inlets holes with diameter of � 2mm dis-
tribute along tangential direction of the gas hydrogen
injector element. Gas hydrogen flowing channel is an
annular gap area with internal diameter of � 6mm and
outer diameter of � 6.8mm. The retractive distance
from the end of gas hydrogen injector element to the
end of gas oxygen injector element is 2mm. The 36 lit-
tle holes with diameter of � 1.0mm distributing along
three circles are drilled in injector plate to jet gas hy-
drogen for thermal protection.

Under design condition the engine parameters are
illustrated in Table 1.

Fig. 13. Photograph of injector and its injector elements.

7.2. Results and discussion

Two hot-firing tests were carried out on 3-cell
aerospike nozzle engine under two different ambient
pressure conditions. In the tests, three thrust cham-
bers were successfully ignited by the detonation wave
igniter. And the injector parameters, such as �, hydro-
gen injector pressure drop 
PH and oxygen injector
pressure drop 
PO are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 15 shows the test results near NPR= 350 as an
example, illustrating the measured data of engine thrust
F and three pressures in combustion chambers Pc1–Pc3.
Engine thrust and pressure in combustion chambers
achieve 3500N and 3.4MPa, respectively, when their
values reach steady states. Three combustion chamber
pressure data have a good repetition in tests. Data at
low NPR were obtained near NPR= 50 which is analo-
gous to that shown in Fig. 15. The steady-state value of
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Fig. 14. Sketch of GH2/GO2 injector elements.

Table 1
Engine parameters under design condition.

Parameter Value

Mixing ratio � 5.46
Combustion chamber pressure Pc 3.85MPa
Combustion chamber temperature Tc 3427K
Specific heat ratio � 1.198
Gas constant Rg 632.0 J/kgK
Total flow rate ṁall 0.901kg/s

Table 2
Parameters of the injector in the tests.

Case � 
PH (MPa) 
PO (MPa)

1 5.62 0.29 1.26
2 5.36 0.35 1.25
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Fig. 15. Measured data in hot-firing test (NPR = 350).
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Fig. 16. Experimental and numerical pressure distribution along plug
ramp.

engine thrust and combustion chamber pressure
achieved 3000N and 3.4MPa, respectively. Both the
magnitude of combustion chamber pressure in two tests
were lower than its design value of 3.85MPa.

Fig. 16 shows measured and numerical simulated
pressure distribution along 3-cell aerospike nozzle plug
ramp in length x direction. At NPR= 50, fluctuated
pressure profiles were obtained along plug ramp sur-
face and this high pressure compensated the nozzle
thrust which called altitude compensability made con-
tribution for higher performance even at low altitudes.
At NPR= 350, pressure along the plug ramp was
monotonously decreased with flow expanding along
plug surface, similar to that along the inner wall of the
bell-shaped nozzle. The numerical results predicted
the experimental data under corresponding NPRs on
the whole.

Fig. 17 shows the measured and numerical simu-
lated performance of 3-cell aerospike nozzle engine
as a function of NPR. Thrust efficiencies at NPR= 50
and 350 were obtained from measured data in two
tests. Near NPR= 50, efficiency is 92.0–93.5% and
near NPR= 350, efficiency is 95.0–96.0%. The nu-
merical simulated efficiency is in good agreement with
the test result at NPR= 350. The computed efficiency
is about 90.0% at NPR= 50, however, the measured
value varies within the range of 92.0–93.5%, several
percent lower than theoretical prediction. Because the
characteristic of aerospike nozzle, generally speaking,
the numerical simulation precision at lower NPR is not
as good as that at higher NPR.
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Fig. 17. Aerospike nozzle efficiency as a function of NPR.

8. Conclusions

Based on the curvefitting analysis of the contours
designed by Angelino method, a full aerospike noz-
zle contour described approximately by simple geomet-
ric curves is proposed, namely, two circular arcs and a
parabola for the primary nozzle contour and a parabola
and a third-order polynomial for the plug contour. All
these curves connect with each other smoothly and their
geometry can be determined by geometric and aerody-
namic restrictions. The plug contour designed by the
proposed method almost coincides with that designed
by Angelino method and this modeling makes it simple
to design and optimize the aerospike nozzle contours.
Design methods of the tile-shaped plug and the RTR
primary nozzle are also presented. The maximum to-
tal impulse from sea level to design altitude is selected
as an objective and optimum design parameters are ob-
tained by the computation and comparison of enumer-
ation of the discrete values of the design variables.

Both experimental and numerical studies were per-
formed on a 6-cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle, a 1-cell
linear aerospike nozzle and a 3-cell aerospike nozzle
with RTR primary nozzles designed by method pro-
posed in the paper. Three aerospike nozzles achieved
good altitude compensation capacities in the tests
and still had better performance at off-design alti-
tudes compared with that of the bell-shaped nozzle.
In cold-flow tests, 6-cell tile-shaped aerospike nozzle
and 1-cell linear aerospike nozzle obtained high thrust
efficiency at design altitude. Employing GH2/GO2 as
propellants, hot-firing tests were carried out on a 3-cell

aerospike nozzle engine with RTR primary nozzles.
The performance was obtained under two nozzle pres-
sure ratios lower than design altitude. Near NPR= 50,
efficiency is 92.0–93.5% and efficiency is 95.0–96.0%
near NPR= 350. The promising efficiency of more
than 98.0% at design point can be expected. Pressure
distribution along plug ramp was measured and the
effects of variation in the amount of base bleed on
performance were also examined in the tests. Exper-
imental data validate the proposed aerospike nozzle
contour design and optimization method.
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